Abstract: We describe a novel approach for the calculation of local electric dipole moments for periodic systems. Since the position operator is ill-defined in periodic systems, maximally localized Wannier functions based on the Berry-phase approach are usually employed for the evaluation of local contributions to the total electric dipole moment of the system. We propose an alternative approach: within a subsystemdensity functional theory based embedding scheme, subset electric dipole moments are derived without any additional localization procedure, both for hybrid and non-hybrid exchange-correlation functionals. This opens the way to a computationally efficient evaluation of local electric dipole moments in (molecular) periodic systems as well as their rigorous splitting into atomic electric dipole moments. As examples, Infrared spectra of liquid ethylene carbonate and dimethyl carbonate are presented, which are commonly employed as solvents in Lithium ion batteries. 
Introduction
Knowledge about electric dipole moments is important for the analysis of a variety of materials ranging from molecules in gas phase up to condensed matter. Infrared (IR) spectroscopy, which probes changes in electric dipole moments, is nowadays routinely applied in chemical laboratories. For a detailed interpretation of experimental IR spectra, calculations are an indispensable tool leading to a deeper understanding of the structure and dynamics of the system under investigation. Simulation of IR spectra can be achieved by computing the electric dipole moment time autocorrelation function obtained from density functional theory (DFT)-based molecular dynamics (MD) [1, 2] . In contrast to static calculations [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , this approach naturally takes into account the dynamics of the studied system at ambient conditions. In order to be able to discriminate the contributions of different components in the system, it is necessary to evaluate not only the total electric dipole moment of the system but also local electric dipole moments. The latter can be employed for the computation of IR spectra for the subsystem of interest.
In simulations for periodic systems such as liquids and solids, care has to be taken since the position operator, needed for the calculation of the electric dipole, is ill-defined. In this case, the Berry-phase formulation for the electric polarization [14] [15] [16] can be employed (for details about implementations regarding IR intensities for periodic systems, we refer to Refs. [17] [18] [19] [20] and references cited therein). Local electric dipole moments can be computed by localization of Wannier functions [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] .
In this manuscript, an alternative approach to the evaluation of local electric dipole moments is presented. We rely on subsystem DFT-based embedding (for the sake of brevity, in the following partly only referred to as "embedding") where the total electronic density is divided into electronic densities of subsystems [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . The interaction between the subunits is included by local external embedding potentials. Moreover, it is an appealing approach for the treatment of large systems at reduced computational cost. Subsystem electronic densities can be obtained via a more accurate (and computationally more expensive) method whereas the interactions between the subsystems can be calculated by a less sophisticated method with lower computational effort. In most present-day applications, Kohn-Sham (KS)-DFT [37] has been employed as the more accurate method whereas the orbital-free Hohenberg-Kohn (HK) formulation [38] has been used for treating the interactions between the subsystems. This subsystem formulation is in principle exact in case of exact density functionals, given that the subsystem electronic densities are v s representable [39] [40] [41] , and is currently mainly limited due to the approximations in kinetic energy (KE) functionals. It has been applied in numerous applications to the modelling both of ground state [35, [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] and excited-state related properties [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] .
Instead of KS-DFT, other electronic-structure methods have also been employed [62, 64, [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] .
We use a computationally efficient embedding approach, which takes periodic boundary conditions into account [52, 84] and treats all subsystems on equal footing. This allows us to derive local electric dipole moments for periodic systems without resorting to additional localization procedures as is necessary, e.g., in the case of the commonly employed maximally localized Wannier functions (MLWFs). Moreover, our formulation can be applied in density matrix-based linear scaling DFT calculations as, e.g., implemented in the CP2K program package [85] . Fragmentation techniques such as the fragment molecular orbital [86] or absolutely localized molecular orbital method [87] may be a valuable alternative, which, to the best of our knowledge, have not been applied to the evaluation of local electric dipoles of periodic systems yet (for a recent review about fragmentation methods, we refer to Ref. [88] ). Besides that, other approaches as, for instance, the local-field scheme have been proposed and applied to the calculation of molecular crystals [89] [90] [91] [92] .
The manuscript is organized as follows: after the presentation of the theoretical background and computational methodology in Sections 2 and 3, respectively, the performance of our approach for the calculation of subsystem electric dipole moments is investigated in Section 4. The basis set and functional dependence of the computed molecular electric dipole moments is examined in Section 5. As final test cases in Section 6, we investigate IR spectra of ethylene carbonate (EC) and dimethyl carbonate (DMC) (for molecular structures, see Fig. 1 ), which are frequently used in Lithium ion batteries. A conclusion and outlook can be found in Section 7.
[ Figure 1 In subsystem DFT-based embedding, the total electronic density ρ(r) is separated into subsystem electronic densities ρ U (r),
where the sum runs over the number of subsystems U. Within KS-DFT, the electronic density of subsystem U is obtained as
The sum goes over the number of KS orbitals {|ψ U,i } of subsystem U with corresponding occupation numbers f U,i (for sake of brevity, we mostly skip the coordinate dependence of the electronic densities and KS orbitals).
The electronic energy of the whole system under study can be calculated with the (computationally cheaper) HK ansatz:
with the exchange-correlation functional
is the non-interacting KE (density) functional and E coul [ρ] is the Coulomb energy. The interaction energy of the electronic energy with the external potential is given by
The electronic energies within the KS framework are given by
T s [{|ψ i }] is the KE (orbital) functional of the non-interacting KS reference system.
Calculating the electronic energy of the whole system under study with the (computationally cheaper) HK ansatz and the subsystem electronic energies within the KS-framework results in [52] 
We employ the Gaussian and plane wave method (GPW) [93, 94] , which naturally includes periodic boundary conditions by expanding the electronic density in plane waves. Furthermore, norm-conserving, separable, dual-space pseudopotentials for the nuclei are employed with a potential consisting of a local part, V loc (r), and a non-local part, V nonloc (r, r ′ ). For a computa-
is approximated by restricting the interaction of the subsystem electronic densities with the pseudopotentials to the short-range interaction only [45, 52] :
Moreover, the KS orbitals of a certain subsystem are solely built from Gaussian basis functions localized on atoms belonging to said subsystem (orthogonality of KS orbitals from different subsets is not enforced). This leads to a strictly block-diagonal KS matrix and is linear scaling with respect to the number of subsets. The KS orbitals of subsystem U can be determined from the coupled KS equations
with the KS potential
and the embedding potential 
with 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. It is common to employ the same exchange-correlation functional E xc [ρ] in the hybrid and non-hybrid case.
One obtains for the total electronic energy
Such a line of approach was also suggested in Ref. [68] based on a derivation via the generalized Kohn-Sham scheme [95] .
In contrast to Ref. [68] , we additionally use the linear approximation
calculations that simplifies Eq. (10) to
The non-local exact exchange operator is calculated for the subsystems whereas a local exchange operator is evaluated for the total system. This is a practical and efficient approximation avoiding the calculation of non-local exact exchange for the total system, which is in general not available in the subsystem DFT embedding approach. Furthermore, it is still linear scaling with respect to the number of subsystems.
In our implementation all subsystems are optimized simultaneously and their number is not limited to two subsystems. This is in contrast to the "freeze-and-thaw" approach [96] , where one subsystem electronic density is optimized while the electronic density of the other subsystem(s) is kept frozen.
Local electric dipole moments for periodic systems
Given a nonperiodic system containing N electrons, the α component of the electronic part of the electric dipole moment is in general evaluated as
where e is the elementary charge, and α refers to one of the Cartesian (x/y/z) directions.
r α,i is given as the sum of the position operators r α,i , which can be rewritten as a sum of N identical one-electron operators r α depending each only on one electronic coordinate.
|Φ is the (N-electron) square-integrable wave function, which goes to zero outside a bounded region in space, and ρ(r) is the corresponding electronic density bounded in space.
Going to the case of non-interacting electrons assumed in KS-DFT, |Φ is given by a Slater determinant built from KS orbitals. Employing atom-centered basis functions, KS orbitals can furthermore be written as linear combinations of atomic basis functions {|χ ν }, i.e. |ψ k = ν C νk |χ ν , with the expansion coefficients {C νk }. The electronic part of the electric dipole moment can then be calculated via
with the density matrix
Within periodic boundary conditions, the situation is more involved since the position operator R α is ill-defined. This problem has been solved by the modern theory of polarization [14] [15] [16] :
based on a Berry phase [97] , the electronic part of the polarization is obtained as a gaugeinvariant phase of the electronic wave function. In the special case of solely one supercell, which is taken to be large in order to approximate the thermodynamic limit of a system of infinite size, the macroscopic polarization can be expressed as an expectation value of an operator [98] .
Considering such a large cubic periodic cell with side length L and taking the Γ point of the Brillouin zone only, the α component of the electronic electric-dipole moment for an insulator in a vanishing macroscopic electric field is as a good approximation given by
with the non-degenerate (N-electron) wave function |Ψ . d α is defined modulo eL. The operator exp{i 2π L R α } is a many-electron operator (except of the special case of a system containing only one electron). In contrast to that, R α in Eq. (12) is a one-electron operator.
Rewriting |Ψ as a Slater determinant built from KS orbitals leads to the electronic electric dipole moment for non-interacting electrons [99] ,
with the matrix elements
The indices k and l run over the number of occupied KS orbitals and a same occupation number f occ for all KS orbitals is assumed for simplicity. Analogous expressions for supercells with arbitrary symmetry can be found in Ref. [100] .
In the absence of a macroscopic (electric) field, the lowest energy ground state of an infinite insulating system is well defined and solely determined by the ground state electronic density that defines the ground state wave function and thus the electronic macroscopic polarization [38, 101] .
In contrary, the original HK proof [38] cannot be applied to an infinite insulator in a macroscopic electric field [102] since the energy is not bounded from below. As a consequence, it does not allow for a defined ground state solution. In this case, the macroscopic electronic polarization has to be considered in addition to the electronic density in order to determine the electronic energy of the system. This led to the suggestion of a density-polarization functional theory where said energy is specified by the periodic electronic density and the macroscopic electronic polarization [102] . As a further consequence, the exchange-correlation energy in KS-DFT in principle depends both on the electronic density and on the macroscopic polarization [103] [104] [105] [106] [107] , which requires a modification of the KS equations for any insulator with non-zero macroscopic polarization, no matter whether or not a macroscopic electric field is present. However, standard calculations employing exchange-correlation density functionals based on the local density approximation (LDA) or generalized gradient approximation (GGA) do not account for this fact.
For a detailed analysis of the system under study, it is highly desirable to divide the total electric dipole moment of the cell into local electric dipole moments. This is straight forward for the nuclear part of the electric dipole moment but not for the electronic part. The exact splitting into local parts requires the simultaneous diagonalization of the three S α matrices so that the determinant in Eq. (15) could be rewritten as a product. This is, however, not possible in general. Therefore, a transformation to the KS orbitals can be applied that leads to the best compromise in diagonalizing the three S α matrices simultaneously leading to the MLWFs [21, 22] 
Commonly, one employs the condition that the second moment (spread) of these functions is minimized (for a recent review, we refer to Ref. [108] ).
Assuming non-interacting electrons, the electronic contribution to the α component of the electric dipole moment for subset U is then evaluated (modulo eL) as
with
r WC l are the so-called Wannier centers.
Within the embedding approach using atomic-centered basis functions as described above, there is no necessity to apply any localization transformation. This subsystem DFT-based scheme naturally provides well-defined (local) subsets of the system under study. Substituting the KS orbitals {|ψ U,i } of subsystem U into Eq. (15) derived for a periodic system with a KS Slater determinant, one obtainsd
Applying ln detS U α = Tr lnS U α,kl , and expanding the matrix elements
as well as the logarithm results iñ
To first order in 1/L, the electronic electric dipole moment of subsystem U for that certain branch of the logarithm thus coincides with the one of subsystem U in the nonperiodic case.
This is the case since the matrix element given in Eq. (22) is expanded with respect to 1/L, i.e., the side length L has to be so large that the density matrix and electronic density of subsystem U do not change with L. In this way, the many-electron operator exp{−i
one-electron operator as in the non-periodic case. This is also found starting from Eq. (14): employing the wave function of subsystem U, |Ψ U , leads tod
Taking Born-von Karman boundary conditions into account, we thus define the α component of the electronic electric dipole moment for the periodic subsystem U as
whereby the origin of the electric dipole moment is set to be located in subset U (in this work, the center of charge of the subset under consideration was chosen). d The crucial point in our approach is that the size of subsystem U allows the expansion with respect to 1/L so that only matrix elements of the one-electron operator r α have to be calculated.
The latter can, within KS-DFT, be rewritten involving the one-body density matrix, i.e. they can in principle be evaluated solely with the help of the subsystem electronic density. This electronic density is, according to the KS theorem [37] , equal to the electronic density of a real interacting system. Nevertheless, the corresponding electric dipole moment represents the one for non-interacting electrons since it is determined by the phase of the wave function, i.e. the KS Slater determinant, which can be expressed by the one-body density matrix due to the assumption of non-interacting electrons. For this non-interacting case, however, the electronic electric dipole moment in Eq. (25) is in principle exact for a given subsystem electronic density within the embedding approach (as long as the expansion in Eq. (23) is applicable). In contrast to that, the one from MLWFs is additionally affected by approximations made in the diagonalization and localization procedures [compare Eq. (18)].
We will refer to electric dipole moments obtained employing Eq. (25) within the embedding approach as "Loc-Dip" in the following. Electric dipole moments calculated with the help of Eq.
(18) will be termed "WC-Dip(E)" and "WC-Dip(nE)" whereby "(E)" differentiates the ones computed with the embedding approach from the ones evaluated without embedding ["(nE)"].
A bit in the spirit of the above-mentioned Wannier centers, a center of electronic charge for subset U can furthermore be defined as follows:
This is helpful in monitoring changes in the electronic structure e.g. during dynamic processes.
Subsystem-DFT based embedding has been shown to perform very well for hydrogen-bonded systems [42, 43, 54, 109, 110] and van-der-Waals complexes [48, 54, 56, [111] [112] [113] [114] . Several deficiencies have been detected in case of subsystems connected with bonds of covalent character [56, 115] . In order to avoid this shortcoming, we focus in this work on subsets containing complete molecules and not on subsystems containing molecular fragments.
For the latter, electric dipole moments can still be evaluated for a certain choice of the electric dipole origin since we employ atomic-centered basis functions in the calculations. This allows the definition (modulo eL) of an atomic electronic electric dipole moment for a certain atom B within a given subset (using the same electric dipole moment origin as the one of the molecular electric dipole moment of the corresponding subset):
Computational methodology
We implemented the calculation of subset/atomic electric dipole moments employing the embedding approach into the Quickstep module [52, 94] IR spectra shown in Section 6 were obtained from Born-Oppenheimer MD simulations with DFT as the electronic structure method. The propagation time step in the MD runs was set to 0.4 fs. Grimme's D3 dispersion correction [123] was applied in order to account for van der Waals interactions. For liquid EC, a cubic periodic box containing 15 EC molecules was taken with a density of 1.32 kg/l as found in experiment [124] . For the mixture of EC and DMC, seven molecules of both EC and DMC were chosen in a cubic box with a side length of 12.028Å. Since the cis-cis conformer of DMC has been found to be the most stable one [125] , we included four cis-cis and three cis-trans conformers into the simulation cell. The systems were equilibrated in the NVT ensemble for 5 ps at a temperature of 320 K (EC) and 298.5 K (EC/DMC), respectively, using KS-DFT and a Nosé-Hoover chain thermostat [126, 127] . The production runs were performed in the NVE ensemble with KS-DFT for 20 ps (15 ps in the case of a single EC molecule). From these trajectories, molecular electric dipole moments (with or without embedding) were afterwards calculated as a postprocessing step whereby the electric dipole moments were calculated for each fifth step. The spectra were plotted with the help of a modified version of the program TRAVIS [30, 128] applying zero padding and a Hanning type window function. The IR intensities were multiplied by the harmonic approximation quantum correction factor
where ω is the angular frequency, k Boltzmann's constant, and T the temperature (for details, see Ref. [129] ). For all electric dipole moments reported in this manuscript, the origin was set to the center of atomic charge of the subsystem under consideration. This is also true for atomic electric dipole moments computed according to Eq.
(27) where the origin was set to the center of atomic charge of the subsystem containing the atom of interest. In an analogous manner, the systems presented in Section 4 were propagated with KS-DFT based Born-Oppenheimer MD for 1 ps whereby the propagation time step was set to 0.5 fs. Electric dipole moments from MLWFs were evaluated at every 2.5 fs. These trajectories were afterwards used to calculate electric dipole moments within the embedding approximation for every fifth step.
Validation of the methodology
In order to test the computation of electric dipole moments evaluated according to Eq. (25), we studied several systems.
Liquids
The first system under study was liquid EC modelled by 15 EC molecules in a periodic box (compare Section 3). Each EC molecule was chosen as a subset in the embedding calculation.
For comparison, electric dipole moments were obtained from MLWFs within the embedding scheme. Mean relative differences were calculated as
where N subset is the number of subsets and N snap the number of snapshots considered (absolute values of 0.20 D or lower were discarded in the calculation of relative differences). These mean relative differences were small: on average 2.1%, 1.9%, and 2.5% for the electric dipole moments in x-, y-, and z-direction, respectively (mean standard deviation (mSD): 2.3%). In order to get an impression of the influence of the embedding approach compared to a standard KS calculation, electric dipole moments from MLWFs were computed without embedding as well. Corresponding mean relative differences were evaluated as
A comparable mean relative difference was found [2.1% on average (mSD: 2.1%)]. In contrast to that, the difference between the MLWFs obtained with and without embedding was tiny. 
This difference arises from the approximations introduced by the embedding approach and the determination of the MLWFs.
In the same way, the molecular electric dipole moments of a mixture of EC and DMC (see Section 3) were computed. The electric dipole moments calculated according to Eq. (25) and the ones computed from MLWFs were similar giving rise to 3.1% for ∆ WC/Loc (mSD: 4.0%).
Considering the impact of the embedding resulted in a slightly higher ∆ Loc/WC−nE value of 3.4%
(mSD: 3.7%). The mean relative difference between the WC-Dips, calculated with and without embedding, was small (∆ WC/WC−nE = 1.9%; mSD: 3.0%).
As a third test system, (S)-methyloxirane, a commonly used solvent in industry, was investigated (for its molecular structure, see Fig. 1 ). This liquid was simulated with a periodic cubic box containing 20 subsets of (S)-methyloxirane molecules at a density of 0.830 g/l [130, 131] . 
Molecules solvated with water
Going from pure water to a mixed solute/solvent system, we computed the electric dipole moment of α-helical (Ala) 20 [132] [133] [134] (see Fig. 1 for the molecular structure), which was located in a periodic cubic cell (side length: 42Å) and solvated with 424 water molecules.
A negligibly small variation between the molecular electric dipole moments obtained with our approach and via MLWFs was calculated for the α-helix (203 atoms): ∆ WC/Loc was only 0.08%.
The additional effect of the embedding was relatively small with 2.9% (2.8%), 0.8% (0.8%), and 6.8% (6.8%) for the x-,y-, and z-components of ∆ Loc/WC−nE (∆ WC/WC−nE ). A similar picture was obtained for the amino acid L-tryptophan, whose molecular structure is given in were on average closer to the corresponding WC-Dip(nE) than to the WC-Dip(E). A relatively high deviation was found for the x-component, which to a large part appears to originate from the approximations introduced by the embedding scheme (similar to ∆ WC/WC−nE with 6.4%, 2.1%, and 3.8% for the x-, y-, and z-components, respectively).
Molecule on surface
Beside the liquid systems considered so far, we investigated an example of a molecule adsorbed on a surface. In more detail, an acetonitrile molecule on a (110) rutile surface was examined (using a monoclinic cell with cell parameters a=13.028Å, b=-5.932Å, c=-9.771Å, α = γ = 90
. The molecule sticks with its nitrogen atom to a titanium atom of the surface, being about 2.52Å apart from the metal atom (see Fig. 1 ). Taking acetonitrile as a subset in the electric dipole moment calculation, we found values of 9.6%, 1.8%, and 1.4% for ∆ WC/Loc in the x-, y-, and z-direction, respectively. Larger was the deviation if additionally the embedding approximation was considered leading to 20.0%, 2.7%, and 13.8% for ∆ WC/WC−nE corresponding to the x-, y-, and z-direction, respectively. Thus, in particular the x-component of the electric dipole moment was affected by the embedding and MLWF approximations. This can also be noticed in the deviation of the Loc-Dip values from the WC-Dip(nE) values where the average relative differences were 24.0%, 2.0%, and 14.2%, respectively. Going to larger cell dimensions or employing another KE functional instead of LLP may reduce the embedding error.
Basis set and functional dependence
The results presented so far were computed with the TZVP-GTH basis set in combination with the BLYP and LLP density functionals. In order to test the accuracy of our approach with respect to different basis sets, data obtained with distinct basis sets are given in Table 1 for liquid EC.
[ Table 1 about here.]
The basis sets were taken from the CP2K repository (for details, we refer to Ref. [94] ). The smallest mean deviation of WC-Dip(E) from Loc-Dip was found for the TZVP-GTH basis set with ∆ WC/Loc = 2.3% whereas the single-zeta valence (SZV-GTH) basis set gave rise to the highest value of 3.5%. Adding polarization functions to the TZVP-GTH basis set leads to the TZV2P-GTH basis set, which, however, resulted in worse results than TZVP-GTH, both with respect to ∆ WC/Loc and ∆ Loc/WC−nE . Going to quadrupole-zeta valence basis sets (QZV2P-GTH, QZV3P-GTH) slightly reduced the error between Loc-Dip and WC-Dip(nE) but did not
give smaller ∆ WC/Loc values.
Another important parameter in DFT calculations is the exchange-correlation density functional. We chose several popular functionals: in addition to the above-mentioned BLYP density functional, two other GGA functionals, namely BP86 [120, 135] and PBE [136, 137] , were tested as well as the Hybrid-GGA functional PBE0 [136] [137] [138] . As can be seen in Table 1, the BLYP, BP86, and PBE density functionals gave very similar results, both with respect to the comparison of Loc-Dip with WC-Dip(E) and Loc-Dip with WC-Dip(nE). Coming to the hybrid functional PBE0, lower deviations were observed: ∆ WC/Loc and ∆ Loc/WC−nE were solely 2.0% and 2.2%, respectively. (The calculation of the WC-Dip(E) values from the converged wave function took about 5.9 s in case of PBE0 and 6.7 s for PBE, the corresponding Loc-Dip values were calculated in less than 0.01 s [139] .) In order to speed up the calculation of the exact exchange part, we also applied the auxiliary density matrix method (ADMM) [140] in the PBE0 calculation (using the cFit3 auxiliary basis sets [140] ). The approximations brought in by the ADMM approach led to an error cancellation reducing ∆ WC/Loc and ∆ Loc/WC−nE to 1.9% and 1.4% (if a purified wave function fitting was applied) and to 1.9% and 1.6% (if no density matrix purification was employed), respectively. B3LYP brought about a very similar outcome. Thus, the electric dipole moment components computed with MLWFs and no embedding deviated less from the ones calculated according to Eq. (25) than the ones obtained with MLWFs and embedding.
Going to a number of diverse KE density functionals, the LDA-based KE density functionals LP [141] and TF [142, 143] performed minimally poorer in the comparison of Loc-Dip vs.
WC-Dip(E) (see Table 1 ) than the GGA-based Perdew [144] , TW1 [145] , LC94 [146] , and
Pearson [147, 148] KE density functionals. A bit more pronounced was the mismatch between the calculation with and without embedding: whereas the Perdew and Pearson KE density functionals gave rise to a ∆ Loc/WC−nE value of 3.2% and 3.1%, respectively, the TW1 KE functionals led to a value of 2.7%. The LC94 (often also referred to as PW91) and LLP functionals resulted in slightly higher percentages around 2.8%. The LDA-based LP and TF KE functionals performed moderately (around 2.9%).
Example applications: EC and DMC
An important component in the development of high-performance batteries is the choice of the electrolyte. Besides the requirements of low toxicity, volatility, and cost, the electrolyte should show good thermal and electrochemical stability combined with high conductivity. Of crucial importance for Lithium ion batteries is the formation of an organic/inorganic layer at the graphite anode/electrolyte interface, the so-called solid-electrolyte interface (SEI) [149] [150] [151] [152] [153] . It prevents further electron injection into the electrolyte accompanied with electrolyte decomposition as well as exfoliation of the graphene layers whereas Lithium ions can ideally still diffuse through the SEI. The complex mechanism of SEI formation has not been completely understood and numerous experimental and theoretical work has been conducted (for an overview about recent work, we refer to Refs. [152, [154] [155] [156] [157] [158] and references cited therein). EC is often used as a co-solvent in Lithium ion batteries. The advantage of EC is that it decomposes on the electrode surface during the first charging, forming the SEI. This leads to a passivation of the surface and enables the selective migration of Li ions through the SEI. Such an SEI is, for example, not found in case of propylene carbonate as solvent [151] . It is thus important to understand the formation and influence of the SEI, which, however, requires the application of a surface-sensitive method such as certain variants of vibrational spectroscopy [154, 155, 159, 160] .
A combination of in situ Raman/FT-IR spectroscopy has recently been applied by Novák et al. for the characterization of Lithium ion containing electrolytes and their behaviour at glassy carbon electrodes with EC and DMC as solvents [154] .
In order to be able to interpret features in measured IR spectra it is helpful to differentiate the contributions of the various ingredients. The IR spectrum of liquid EC, for instance, can be computed via MD where the spectrum is accessible through electric dipole moment time autocorrelation functions. Fig. 2 shows the IR spectrum of EC which was obtained by autocorrelation of the sum of the molecular electric dipole moments. The molecular electric dipole moments were computed with the help of Eq. (25) or from MLWFs whereby the latter were determined both with and without embedding. The agreement between all three spectra in Fig. 2 demonstrates that the tiny difference between these approaches as discussed in Section 4 does not affect the overall appearance of the IR spectra of liquid EC.
[ Figure 2 about here.]
At ambient conditions, pure EC is not a favorable electrolyte solvent owing to a relatively high melting point (around 309.5 K) [151] . A remedy for this is the admixture of linear carbonates.
These feature lower melting points and, advantageously, a lower viscosity and dielectric constant leading to a higher ion conductivity. Especially DMC has been found to be a favourable cosolvent since DMC/EC mixtures are electrochemically stable over a wide range of voltages [151] .
The IR spectrum of a 50:50 mixture of EC/DMC (compare Section 3) is given on the bottom of determined from Stark-effect measurements [162] . The difference between the gas phase and liquid molecular electric dipole moments can thus primarily be attributed to the interactions introduced by surrounding molecules.
In order to investigate the above-mentioned variations in the EC molecular electric dipole moment in more detail, we calculated the absolute values of its atomic electric dipole moments according to Eq. (27) . The atomic electric dipole moment origin was set to the same origin as the one of the corresponding molecular electric dipole moment (i.e. the center of charge of the subsystem). On average, an increase by 31% and 112% was calculated for the oxygen and carbon atom of the carbonyl group, respectively, if the liquid EC values were compared to the one of EC in gas phase. A smaller enhancement in the absolute electric dipole moment values was also obtained for the oxo and hydrogen atoms whereas a quite marginal decrease was computed for the carbon atoms. The atomic electric dipole moments computed following Eq.
(27) are, similar to Mulliken atomic charges [163] , rather basis set dependent. Nevertheless, it can be concluded that the increase of the absolute electric dipole moment of a liquid EC molecule compared to the one of a gas phase EC molecule (all obtained with the TZVP-GTH basis set) mostly arises from distinct contributions from its carbonyl group.
Conclusion and Outlook
We presented an efficient approach for the calculation of local electric dipole moments with an emphasis on periodic systems. Within the described subsystem DFT-based embedding scheme encompassing both hybrid and non-hybrid exchange-correlation functionals, subset electric dipole moments can be computed without any extra localization procedure leading to small additional cost in the calculations. Due to the approximations induced by the embedding approach, it is preferably applied to subsystems not connected via covalent bonds, but this can be improved, i.a., by development of more sophisticated KE functionals. It is eminently suited for the study of molecular systems such as liquids, for which the embedding method is known to perform very well.
In contrast to local electric dipole moments from MLWFs, our scheme can straight forward be employed in density-matrix based linear-scaling DFT because no calculation of KS orbitals is necessary. Aside from that, said subset electric dipole moments can be rigorously divided into atomic molecular electric dipoles. This does not require the assignment of a specific number of electrons to each atom as needed in the determination of electric dipole moments from Wannier centers. The electronic distribution is naturally accounted for in our decomposition scheme.
Within the described embedding framework, the subset electric dipole moments employing our approach are exact for a given subsystem electronic density (as long as the expansion according to Eq. (23) is applicable). Opposed to that, the corresponding ones from MLWFs are affected by approximations made in the diagonalization and localization procedures. These electric dipole moments computed from MLWFs with embedding, however, deviated only marginally from the ones derived via our method for the examined subsystems. There are in principle different ways to obtain subsystem electronic densities (see Ref. [164] and references therein). Nevertheless, employing the embedding scheme outlined above, only a small impact of the embedding was observed in most cases, which can be further reduced by choosing improved KE functionals.
In accordance to that, we found only a minor dependency on the KE functional in the case of liquid EC.
An excellent agreement between IR spectra calculated with and without MLWFs was obtained for liquid EC and a mixture of DMC/EC, which is commonly used as solvent in Lithium ion batteries. Further analysis showed that the absolute values of the molecular electric dipole moments in liquid EC are remarkably higher compared to the one of a single, isolated EC molecule. This enhancement can mainly be traced back to a larger contribution of the EC carbonyl group as shown by the decomposition into atomic electric dipole moments.
All in all, the described method for the calculation of local electric dipole moments is a valuable, computationally inexpensive approach for the determination of subset electric dipole moments in (non-)periodic systems, which can be applied in combination with hybrid or non-hybrid exchange-correlation functionals. It can be used, for example, to monitor changes in the electric dipole moment and center of electronic charge of (solvated) molecules or adsorbates on surfaces, which facilitates the interpretation of chemical processes and vibrational spectra. Subset electric dipole moments can furthermore easily be computed by post-processing of any trajectory file.
This opens a convenient way to model the dynamics of the system under study and its properties with different settings at reduced computational effort. In addition, our approach can be extended to other local properties that may otherwise be difficult to access, in particular for periodic systems. (1) 
